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Abstract

This paper examines the long-run effects of the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake on the spa-

tial distribution of economic activity in the American West. Using variation in the potential

damage intensity of the earthquake, we show that more severely affected cities experienced

lower population increases relative to less affected cities until the late 20th century. This long-

lasting effect is largely a result of individuals’ high geographical mobility at that time. Less

affected areas became more attractive migration destinations in the immediate aftermath of

the earthquake, which permanently changed the spatial distribution of economic activity in the

American West.
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1 Introduction

The location of economic activity is highly skewed. In 2017, the ten largest U.S. metropolitan

areas accounted for roughly one-third of America’s GDP. As economic activity is clustered within

a few core metropolitan areas, a central question in economics is what determines the location of

economic activity. One potential answer to why such clusters exist is economies of scale (e.g.,

Krugman, 1991), implying high degrees of persistence in the distribution of city sizes. Cities that

were relatively large historically are predicted to be relatively large today if they were able to

take advantage of scale economies. These theories also predict that large enough historical shocks

would leave a permanent mark on the spatial distribution of city sizes. Thus, location theories based

on scale economies can explain persistence in the placement of the population in the absence of

shocks and, at the same time, explain why sufficiently large shocks may imply less persistence

over long periods of time.1

This paper examines how the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake, a large but temporary shock, af-

fected the long-run distribution of economic activity in the American West. Using newly-collected

data on the population size of cities and towns in California, Oregon, and Nevada for every decade

from 1890 to 1970, our estimation strategy compares city population sizes before and after the

earthquake between more and less affected cities. Estimates from this differences-in-differences

strategy reveal that more affected cities experienced a substantial decline in population size rel-

ative to less affected cities after the earthquake occurred. Our baseline estimate implies that a

one-standard deviation increase in earthquake intensity is associated with a decrease in city pop-

ulation size of around 40 percent some 60 years after the disaster, corresponding to an average

decline in annual population growth of 0.5 percentage points over the period 1906 to 1970. The

conclusion that the earthquake caused a permanent shift in the relative size of cities is robust to

controlling for possible time-dependent effects of a wide range of local geographical characteris-

tics, such as proximity to San Francisco and Los Angeles, or being located in a county on the San

1Other competing explanations are that fundamentals or random growth instead play a crucial role for the spatial
concentration of economic activity (e.g., Gabaix, 1999; Davis and Weinstein, 2002).
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Andreas fault line, in addition to possible mean-reverting patterns unrelated to the shock.

Importantly, the negative long-run effect of the earthquake also remains in place when allowing

for a different adjustment process of affected cities located inside the Bay Area and using alterna-

tive measures of economic activity as outcome variables. We also show that the persistent effect

of the earthquake is independent of city size. By showing no sign of recovery more than half a

century after the disaster, our empirical analysis supports the idea that the spatial distribution of

economic activity observed in the American West today is a result of sufficiently large historical

shocks while locational fundamentals played only a minor role.

There are two main reasons for studying this particular event. The first reason is the magnitude

of the disaster. With an estimated death toll of 3,000 people, more than 220,000 left homeless, and

property damages that would exceed 10.5 billion U.S. dollars today, the 1906 San Francisco Earth-

quake is one of the worst disasters in the history of the United States (Hansen and Condon, 1989).

In light of the theories focusing on agglomeration forces from economies of scale, we consider

the magnitude of this disaster as being large enough to alter the relative magnitudes of agglomera-

tion forces from scale economies across cities. The second reason is that major settlements in the

American West started only a few decades before. Since the 1906 earthquake happened during a

period of mass migration to and within the United States (1850-1920), and that the American West

was a popular destination for migrants (Hatton and Williamson, 1998), we argue that our baseline

finding is likely driven by the high mobility of the population living in the United States during

this time period.

To provide evidence in support of this argument, we study the settlement patterns of migrants

arriving in the American West around the time of the earthquake, since these people were arguably

less likely to have strong ties to specific places in the region. Our migration analysis is based on

newly-digitized complete-count U.S. Census samples for the immediate decades before and after

the earthquake (1900-1910). We further create a linked sample of adult males based on this data,

which allows us to construct in- and out-migration rates for affected and non-affected areas. Our

results show that the more earthquake-affected areas experienced a reduced inflow from internal
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migrants (born outside the current state of residence) and foreign-born residents relative to less

earthquake-affected areas, which is in line with the idea that the earthquake diverted migrants to

less affected areas of the American West.

This finding relates to empirical studies on the economic consequences of natural disasters in

the United States during the first half of the 20th century, documenting that people moved away

from the affected areas as a response to the shock (Boustan, Kahn and Rhode, 2012; Hornbeck,

2012; Hornbeck and Naidu, 2014; and Long and Siu, 2018).2 Recent work by Boustan, Kahn,

Rhode and Yanguas (2017) evaluates how natural disasters affected migration rates and other eco-

nomic outcomes at the county level between 1920 and 2010. The authors show that counties after

being hit by severe disasters experienced falling land prices, greater out-migration rates, and higher

poverty rates. Our migration analysis, on the other hand, focuses on whether in-migration rates re-

sponded to a natural disaster that happened in an relative attractive area at that time, and it suggests

that the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake left a long-lasting mark mainly because it diverted newly

arriving migrants to less affected areas of the American West.

We also relate to recent studies that investigate the effect of city fires on U.S. city development.

Hornbeck and Keniston (2017) focus on the Great Boston Fire of 1872 and Siodla (2015, 2017) on

the 1906 San Francisco Fire. Both studies find beneficial long-run effects on city development from

these shocks. While these papers investigate the development of a single city after reconstruction,

the present paper evaluates how a shock to the placement of people affected the relative size of

cities and towns in a whole region over a relatively long time period.3 In this respect, our finding

speaks also to a broader literature that examines the effect of natural disasters on economic growth

which finds, in general, mixed results (e.g., Strobl (2011), Loayza et al. (2012), Cavallo et al.

(2013), and Imaizumi et al. (2016)).

Our paper also contributes to a growing literature that highlights the importance of historical

2Hornbeck and Naidu (2014) find for a sample of rural counties in the U.S. South that the Great Mississippi Flood
of 1927 did not effect total population possibly due to the in-migration of white labor, yet the flood triggered black
out-migration and agricultural modernization.

3Since our empirical analysis is based on a relative comparison of city sizes, our findings are not incompatible
with the positive long-run effects found in these studies.
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events for understanding the present-day locations of economic activity. Bleakley and Lin (2012)

and Henderson et al. (2018) show that fundamentals that were historically important at the time

when cities were founded leave a permanent mark on the spatial distribution of economic activity

due to scale economies. Kline and Moretti (2014), Jedwab and Moradi (2016), Hanlon (2017), and

Michaels and Rauch (2018) all obtain similar conclusions by finding persistent effects of historical

events on the geographic distribution of economic activity. Schumann (2014) even shows that a

short-run policy can have long-lasting consequences for population levels. In contrast, Davis and

Weinstein (2002), Brakman et al. (2004), Miguel and Roland (2011) find no long-run effects of

war-related events on relative city sizes. Henderson et al. (2018) show that one possible expla-

nation of these mixed findings is variation in the level of transport costs. The analysis presented

in this paper suggests that the geographical mobility of affected people may play a similar role as

transport costs in determining to what extent the location of economic activity we observe today is

a result of historical events.

2 Historical background

On April 18, 1906, the earthquake struck at 5:12 a.m. local time without warning (Zoback, 2006).

The total length of the rapture was 477 km (296 miles), and the main epicenter was located about

3 km off the shore of San Francisco. While the estimated moment magnitude places the 1906 San

Francisco Earthquake just in the top 20 of the largest earthquakes in the history of the United States,

the death toll, economic cost, and the associated fires classify it as one of the worst natural disasters

on American soil. The 1906 earthquake is naturally associated with the city of San Francisco since

it was almost entirely destroyed and the worst affected area. However, as also pointed out by

Ellsworth (1990), the intensity of the earthquake was comparable to that felt in the city of San

Francisco in many other places close to the San Andreas Fault line implying that the damage

caused by the earthquake was widespread in the American West.

A contemporary U.S. Army relief report recorded 498 deaths in San Francisco, 64 deaths in
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Santa Rosa, and 102 deaths in and around San Jose (Greely, 1906). Hansen and Condon (1989)

revised these numbers and estimate an overall death toll of around 3,000 individuals. Besides the

casualties, more than 225,000 people became homeless and 28,000 buildings were destroyed with

estimated economic damage of 10.5 billion U.S. dollars today (Algermissen, 1972). In comparison,

there were less than 200 earthquake casualties in California from 1812 to 1901 and the property

damages of the next significant earthquake after 1906, the Long Beach Earthquake of 1933, was

around 750 million U.S. dollars today (Toppozada and Branum, 2004; Coffman et al., 1982). From

the 1930s until today, around 200 people have been killed by earthquakes in California (Toppozada

and Branum, 2004). Together, these facts paint a picture of the 1906 earthquake as an unparalleled

natural disaster in U.S. history.4

Furthermore, the U.S. Geological Survey states that the 1906 earthquake marked the onset

of a scientific revolution in earthquake research, meaning that the timing and the location of the

earthquake were unanticipated. This fact is expressed by Andrew Lawson, at that time a professor

in Geology at the University of California, Berkeley, who wrote in the university newspaper in

1904 “History and records show that earthquakes in this locality have never been of a violent

nature, as so far as I can judge from the nature of recent disturbances and from accounts of past

occurrences there is not occasion for alarm at present” (cited in Zoback, 2006, p. 4).

3 Data and estimation strategy

3.1 Data

Our measure of the earthquake intensity is based on Boatwright and Bundock’s (2005) ShakeMap.

The ShakeMap is a smooth measure of the so-called Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) of the

1906 earthquake and is deduced from damage reports compiled by Lawson and Reid (1908) and

augmented with intensities inferred from additional historical sources. This collection amounts

4The United States Geological Survey (USGS) provides a full list of the earthquakes in the region for the period
1800–1970; see, Coffman et al., 1982).
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Figure 1: Earthquake Intensity and Sampled Cities

NOTES: This map shows the cities in the American West included in the empirical analysis. Darker shaded areas
indicate a higher earthquake intensity.

to more than 600 sites with information on the potential damage intensity of the earthquake.

Boatwright and Bundock deploy the ShakeMap methodology to produce a “heat map” from these

sites, where the potential damage intensity ranges from none to very heavy (Wald et al., 1999).5

We then assign every city an MMI value by overlaying the geographic coordinates (longitude and

latitude) for every sampled city in California, Oregon, and Nevada with the ShakeMap using the

software QGIS. Cities in the sample that are not depicted on the ShakeMap are assigned the value

zero and, therefore, regarded as non-affected control cities. Figure 1 displays the location of the

cities in the sample together with the potential damage intensity of the earthquake.

For the main outcome of interest, we compiled a newly digitized data set on the population

history of cities and towns in the American West. Our source is Moffat (1986), who collected

5Using the potential and not the actual earthquake damage should mitigate concerns that variation in the earth-
quake damage variable is endogenous to the size of cities.
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data on city sizes from publications of the U.S. Census Bureau and, in some instances, from local

state and territorial censuses. Our database contains the population size of 746 cities covering the

states of California, Oregon, and Nevada for every decade from 1890-1970. We include a city in

the sample if it is at least observed in 1900 and 1910; the immediate decades before and after the

earthquake occurred (similar results are obtained for a balanced sample of cities). We further use

county-level manufacturing data from Haines (2010) as alternative measures of economic activity.6

Controls for geography (i.e., latitude, longitude) are retrieved from Fishback et al. (2011). Distance

to San Francisco, Los Angeles, or to the epicenter (N37.75, W122.55) are calculated using the

“geodist” command in STATA.

The migration analysis is based on newly digitized complete-count U.S. Census samples for

the immediate decades before and after the earthquake (1900-10). The data are retrieved from

IPUMS (Ruggles et al., 2017) and consist of a repeated cross-section of individuals that reported

their birthplace (state or country of birth) and place of residence (available at the county level). We

use this information to calculate the fraction of the county population born outside the state.

The complete-count U.S. Census data further contain information about individuals’ age, and

their first and last names. With this information at hand, we can construct a linked sample of adult

males (age 18-55), applying the fully automated matching approach pioneered by Ferrie (1996)

and further developed by Abramitzky et al. (2012, 2014). We use a conservative matching strategy

of this linking technique requiring individuals to be unique by name and state of birth within a

five-year age band. This conservative approach reduces the likelihood that individuals are matched

to the wrong person with similar attributes by around 50 percent (Abramitzky et al. 2019), which

is crucial to do when studying migration decisions. We match all men aged 18 to 55 in 1900 to

the Census of 1910, and then restrict to individuals living in one of our three states in 1900 or in

1910. The initial matched sample results in a match rate of about 15 percent, and a sample of over

137,000 men after the state of residence restriction. We then aggregate the data at the county level

to construct in- and out-migration rates for 1900-10, the decade in which the earthquake occurred.

6No county-level manufacturing data are available for 1910.
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Summary statistics of the main variables are shown in Appendix Table 1.

3.2 Empirical strategy

Our econometric model follows a differences-in-differences approach with a continuous measure

of treatment using data at the city or county level for the decades 1890 to 1970. In the following

section, we use event-study regressions to evaluate how population size varies by earthquake in-

tensity across locations in California, Oregon, and Nevada before and after the disaster occurred.

The baseline estimation equation takes the following form:

yct =
1970

∑
j=1890

β jQuakec× I j
t +

1970

∑
j=1890

X′cI j
t Γ j +λc +λt + εct , (1)

where yct is ln population size in city c in period t; Quakec is the potential damage intensity

in city c interacted with a full set of time-period fixed effects, ∑ I j
t , where 1900 is the omitted

year of comparison; Xc includes controls for latitude and longitude measured in logarithmic units

interacted by time-period fixed effects, λc captures city fixed-effects, λt is a time-period fixed

effect, and εct is the error term. The standard errors are Huber robust and clustered at the city level.

The parameters of interest are the β ′js, which can be interpreted as the change in ln population

size from 1900 to year j by earthquake intensity. For example, negative values of β̂ j for j > 1900

indicate that more affected cities experienced smaller population increases relative to less affected

cities after the earthquake occurred.7 The main identifying assumption is that cities with different

potential damage intensities would have evolved similar to non-affected cities had the earthquake

not occurred. In the next section, we provide evidence that changes in the outcome variables

across cities (or counties) in the decade before the earthquake are not systematically correlated

with damage intensity, suggesting that pre-earthquake trends in observables are indeed parallel,

supporting the main identifying assumption.

7By assumption, the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (i.e., potential outcomes for any unit should be
unaffected by treatments assigned to other units) is not satisfied, since the null hypothesis under investigation is that
the shock did not have any effect on relative population size in the American West. A similar approach is taken by
Hanlon (2016).
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Figure 2: First-stage Relationship between Earthquake Intensity and Distance to Epicenter

NOTES: This figure (binscatter) displays the first-stage relationship between earthquake intensity and logarithm of the
distance to the epicenter controlling for longitude and latitude in logarithmic units.

One concern with estimating equation (1) is that the potential damage intensity is likely to be

measured with error and least-squares estimation would yield to attenuated effects (i.e., the param-

eters of interest, β ′js, would be biased towards zero). We address this issue by instrumenting the

potential damage intensity with ln distance to the epicenter. It is plausible to assume that measure-

ment error in the potential damage intensity is unrelated to measurement error in the distance to

the epicenter. If this is the case, our approach would yield to consistent estimates of the parameters

of interest, β ′js. Figure 2 presents a binscatter plot of the relationship between potential damage

intensity and ln distance to the epicenter controlling for latitude and longitude. The relationship is

negative and highly statistically significant.
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4 Results

4.1 Effects on city population and manufacturing

Figure 3 presents the event-study estimates for ln city population as the outcome variable. All

specifications (Panel A-F) include fixed effects for city and time and control for ln latitude and

ln longitude interacted by time-period fixed effects. Panel A presents the baseline results of es-

timating equation (1) using least squares as the estimation method. This specification shows that

more affected cities experienced smaller population increases relative to less affected cities after

the 1906 earthquake. Interestingly, the gap in population sizes widens until the 1940s, after which

it stabilizes. The event-study displayed in Panel A also reveals that there was no statistically sig-

nificant relationship between earthquake intensity and population levels before the disaster took

place, which is crucial for the identifying assumption described in Section 3.2.

Panel B displays our preferred specification. The potential damage intensity is now instru-

mented by ln distance to the epicenter. While the two-stage least squares coefficients have the

same sign, they turn out to be larger (in absolute terms) for any post-earthquake decade, which

possibly reflects potential classical measurement error in the earthquake intensity variable. The es-

timated magnitude of β1940 implies that a one standard-deviation increase in earthquake intensity

is associated with a decrease in population size by around 40 percent relative to 1900. This effect

is increasing slightly in magnitude until 1970, where our sample period ends. In addition to point

estimates and standard errors displayed in Panel B, the Kleibergen-Paap F-statistic of instrument

strength does not indicate any sign of instrumental weakness (not reported). Appendix Figure 1

also shows that our results are not sensitive to using Conley standard errors to account for spatial

correlation instead of clustering standard errors at the city level (Panels A-F present the results for

different spatial cutoffs). As in Panel A, this event study does not reveal any signs of potential

pre-trends in city population before the disaster occurred. Therefore, we find evidence of a very

long-lasting effect on relative population sizes of the earthquake.

Panels C-F present modified specifications of the two-stages least squares approach used in
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Figure 3: Event-study of the effect of earthquake intensity on city population

NOTES: Panels A-F show the dynamic effects of earthquake intensity on city population. The solid line depicts the
effect on city population relative to the base year (1900). The different panels show modifications of the baseline
estimates (Panel A). The method of estimation is least squares in Panel A and two-stages least squares in Panels B-F.
Dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Panel B. The event-study reported in Panel C drops any cities located within 50-260 miles from

San Francisco and, in Panel D, we drop cities with low and intermediate damage intensities. Re-

assuringly, dropping these cities do not affect our results. We next address the concern of future

correlated shocks. In particular, the specification in Panel E takes into account that cities in the

proximity of San Francisco and Los Angeles might have evolved differently over time irrespective

of the potential earthquake damage (e.g., the port of Los Angeles opened its gates in December

1907 and could have attracted population independently of the earthquake). Even when control-

ling for the ln distance to San Francisco and Los Angeles (both interacted by time-period fixed

effects), the relative decline in population size of more affected cities after the earthquake remains
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in place, albeit the precision of the estimated coefficients is somewhat lower. In light of the close

proximity of the epicenter to San Francisco (the raw correlation is -0.82), it is not so surprising

that these coefficients are less precisely estimated.8 Estimated coefficients reveal a similar pattern

as shown in Panel B when taking potential mean reverting effects into account. Panel F displays

this result when ln city population 1890 and 1900 (both interacted by time-period fixed effects) are

added to estimating equation (1). Reassuringly, we also find similar results when collapsing the

city analysis to the county level (available upon request).

Appendix Figure 2 presents further robustness checks. We include additional geographic con-

trols (access to water, climatic conditions, altitude, and cotton suitability) each interacted by time-

period fixed effects, controlling for the diffusion of new knowledge about higher earthquake risk

(i.e., a dummy if a city is located in a county on the San Andreas Fault line interacted by time-

period fixed effects), or account for changes in the trading costs between any city in our sample and

San Francisco. Importantly for the message of this paper, none of these additional control variables

affect our main conclusion. The final specification reported in column (6) includes all the control

variables introduced in columns (1)-(5). The negative effects of the earthquake intensity on relative

city population growth in this specification are overall somewhat larger. However, we are cautious

about interpreting these estimates as being causal effects of the earthquake intensity on city sizes

due to the possible endogeneity of the control variables added to the baseline specification. The

general conclusion from the robustness analysis is that the estimated effects remain stable when

we control for additional factors that possibly influenced city sizes during the sample period.

Figure 4 shows how various measures of manufacturing activity evolved in the period 1890 to

1970 by earthquake intensity. The analysis uses estimating equation (1) but is conducted at the

county level. All specifications include fixed effects for county and time and control for ln latitude

and ln longitude interacted by time-period fixed effects. The estimates reported in Panels A-D

show no signs of differential pre-earthquake changes between more and less affected counties in

wages (Panel A), workers (Panel B), establishments (Panel C), and value added (Panel D) in the

8Results are very similar to the estimates reported in Panel B when only controlling for the ln distance to Los
Angeles instead (not reported).
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decade before the disaster (the year 1900 is the omitted year of comparison). Beginning in 1920,

which represents the first decade in this sample after the earthquake, the estimates reveal a clear

negative association between the potential damage intensity and our measures of manufacturing

activity. All four measures suggest that the earthquake left its mark in the manufacturing sector of

the affected counties with no sign of recovery even at the end of the sample period. By comparing

the effect on wages relative to workers, our estimates indicate small negative productivity effects, as

measured by wages per worker. This is also the case for value added per worker. Appendix Figure

3 also shows that these results remain robust if we use Conley standard errors to account for spatial

correlation instead of clustering standard errors at the county level. Overall, our empirical results

reveal a substantial relative increase in economic activity (measured in terms of city population

size and manufacturing) in less and non-affected counties after the earthquake, which is consistent

with the migration pattern documented in the next section.

4.2 Heterogeneous effects: Bay Area and city size

The Bay Area experienced some remarkable growth over the course of the 20th century.9 In our

sample, the median city size in the Bay Area increased from 1,820 in 1900 to 24,870 in 1970. Even

between the decades 1900 and 1910, the average city in the Bay Area in our sample increased by

roughly 40 percent. Hence, one might expect that affected cities located in this area have evolved

differently after the earthquake occurred. Figure 5 shows that this was indeed the case. We still

find a negative and long-lasting impact of the earthquake on affected cities in the Bay Area, albeit

the magnitude of the effect is quantitatively much smaller than for other affected places in the

American West. The attractiveness of the Bay Area mitigated the impact of the 1906 earthquake,

yet even for those cities there is no sign of mean reversion more than 60 years after the disaster.

One further issue is whether the population dynamics in small cities are different. Related re-

search shows that a temporary population shock (the resettlement of German refugees after WWII)

9Cities located in the counties of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara,
Solano, and Sonoma are coded as “Bay Area cities”.
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Figure 4: Event-study of the effect of earthquake intensity on the manufacturing sector

NOTES: Panels A-D show the dynamic effects of earthquake intensity on manufacturing outcomes. The solid line
depicts the effect on city population relative to the base year (1900). The different panels show the baseline estimates
for different manufacturing outcomes. Dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals.

led to a persistent population increase in small and medium sized villages (Schumann, 2014).10

However, it could well be that larger cities converged back to their long-run trend after the earth-

quake occurred. While our sample mainly contains smaller cities, there is a sufficient number of

cities with more than 2,500 inhabitants in 1900 (the average (median) number of inhabitants is

2,573 (305) in 1900). Figure 6 shows that the impact of the earthquake is independent of initial

city size. This finding speaks against the idea that locational fundamentals are the driving force

10Schumann (2014) exploits a regression discontinuity design along the American and the French occupation zone
within the state of Baden-Würtemberg to study the population dynamics after the resettlement of German war refugees.
He finds that villages located in the American occupation zone experienced a relative long-lasting population increase
(over 20 years) after the inflow of World War II refugees compared to villages located in the French occupation zone
which were not allowed to admit any war refugees arriving after July 1945.
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Figure 5: Sample split by Bay Area region

NOTES: Figure 5 splits the sample by cities located inside vs outside the Bay Area. The results are based on the
specification used in Figure 3 Panel B. The method of estimation is two-stages least squares using 1900 as the reference
year (omitted). The estimates referring to the Bay Area (circles) display the joint effect of quake intensity and quake
intensity interacted with a dummy == 1 if a city is located in the Bay Area. Each estimate is plotted together with a
95% confidence interval.

behind the spatial distribution of economic activity that one observes in the American West today.

On the contrary, we find strong persistence of the population shock on relative city sizes indepen-

dent of their initial size. Even more than half a century after the disaster we observe no sign that

cities would return to their pre-earthquake growth trends.

4.3 Why did the 1906 earthquake matter in the long-run?

One possible explanation for the persistent relative decline in economic activity in more earthquake-

affected locations is the relative high geographic mobility of the population living in the United
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Figure 6: Sample split by initial city size (above/below 2,500 inhabitants)

NOTES: Figure 6 splits the sample by initial (1900) population size of cities (above vs. below 2,500 inhabitants). The
results are based on the specification used in Figure 3 Panel B. The method of estimation is two-stages least squares.
Each estimate is plotted together with a 95% confidence interval.

States at the beginning of the 20th century. In the following analysis, we evaluate whether migrants

were more likely to settle in less affected counties in the immediate aftermath of the earthquake.

While the American West was in general a popular destination for many international and internal

migrants at that time, one would expect that new arrivals into this area found the affected counties

relative less attractive in the aftermath of the disaster.

Table 1 presents the migration analysis, which is based on complete-count Census data and a

corresponding linked sample of adult males. The analysis examines the evolution of the stock of

people born outside the current state of residence and rates of out-migration and in-state migration

between 1900 and 1910 at the county level. As in the previous analysis, the potential earthquake
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Table 1: Migration Analysis

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Dependent Variable

∆ Migration ∆ Foreign-born Out-of-state In- Out-migration
Share Share migration Rate Rate

Quake Intensityc -0.007*** -0.004*** -0.042*** 0.004
(0.002) (0.001) (0.016) (0.004)

Observations 102 102 102 102
R-squared 0.145 0.014 0.155 0.070

NOTES: This table shows the impact of the 1906 earthquake on migration for the period 1900-10. The
dependent variable in column 1 is the share of individuals born outside the current state of residence; the
share of foreign-born (column 2); the out-of-state in-migration rate (column 3); and the out-migration rate
(column 4). Columns 1-2 are based on complete-count Census data while columns 3-4 are based on a
linked sample of adult males age 18-55 in 1900. The variable of interest, Quake Intensityc is the potential
earthquake damage intensity in county c. All specifications control for ln longitude and ln latitude. Robust
standard errors clustered at the county level in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

damage intensity is instrumented by the ln distance to the epicenter. While county fixed effects

difference-out in this specification, we still include controls for longitude and latitude to capture

other time-varying changes of a county location over the sample period.

Column (1) of Table 1 shows, in line with our conjecture, there was a statistically significant

decline in the share of people born outside the state of residence in more affected counties in the

immediate aftermath of the earthquake. Column (2) yields similar results when only looking at the

change in the share of foreign-born. Quantitatively, a one-standard deviation increase in potential

earthquake damage led to a 2 percentage point decline in the share of people born outside the state.

Columns (3)-(4) present the results for the linked sample. The advantage of using a linked sam-

ple is that we can test whether parts of the result of column (1) is simply driven by composition

bias or whether indeed fewer internal migrants moved into the disaster-struck counties. Column (3)

shows that more affected counties experienced a lower rate of in-migration from other U.S. states.

The effect is quantitatively sizable: a one-standard deviation increase in potential earthquake dam-
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age reduced the in-migration rate of out-of-state migrants by 11 percentage points. Interestingly,

we do not find any statistically significant impact of the disaster on out-migration rates; the esti-

mated coefficient is nearly zero. Our results suggest that the earthquake diverted new arrivals to

other, less affected, areas in the American West, but did not trigger large migratory responses of

residents living already in the affected counties.

5 Concluding remarks

The 1906 San Francisco Earthquake fundamentally changed the spatial pattern of economic activ-

ity in the American West over the course of the 20th century. More affected areas experienced a

persistent decline in population size and manufacturing activities relative to less and non-affected

areas. The earthquake ignited a self-enforcing process of agglomeration in less and non-affected

cities, which reinforces over time until the economies of scale might be outweighed by conges-

tion costs. This finding is in line with a number of recent empirical studies arguing that historical

events may have substantially impacted the location of economic activity due to the presence of

economies of scale.

Our finding that a large but temporary shock had a long lasting negative effect on economic

activity provides new insights to the literature on U.S. city development. Since individuals can

move away or not into disaster-stuck areas as response to the shock, we argue that the effect of

the earthquake was long-lasting because it diverted migrants in the immediate aftermath to less

affected areas of the American West. As a consequence, the more affected areas experienced

relative declines in population size and manufacturing activities. These results support the view

that large historical shocks are more likely to have a persistent effect on the location of economic

activity when geographical mobility is high as it was the case in the U.S. during the early 20th

century. The high geographical mobility of the affected population played therefore an important

role in determining to what extent history mattered for the spatial distribution of economic activity

in the American West.
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Appendix Tables and Figures

Appendix Table 1: Summary Statistics

(1) (2) (3)
N mean sd

Population 3,266 12,587 93,595
Quake 3,266 1.218 2.634
Latitude 3,266 41.79 3.790
Longitude 3,266 -121.0 2.558
Distance to Los Angeles 3,266 575.5 249.5
Distance to San Francisco 3,266 373.3 175.9
Distance to Epicenter 3,266 377.8 176.5

∆ Migration Share 102 0.052 0.079
∆ Foreign-born Share 102 0.013 0.034
Out-of-state In-migration Rate 102 0.518 0.722
Out-migration Rate 102 0.454 0.082
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Appendix Figure 1: Conley standard errors with different spatial cutoffs
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Appendix Figure 2: Robustness checks city population analysis
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Appendix Figure 3: Manufacturing results using Conley standard errors
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